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AROUND THE CLUBS
FROM Pretoria comes news of the forthcoming salon. The
closing date is April 1st, so keen authors should start pre-
paring their work now. The full title of the salon is "Pre-
toria International Exhibition of Photography" and will be
conducted jointly by all the Pretoria Photo Clubs, as follows:
Afrikaanse Fotografiese Organisasie.
C.S.I.R. Camera Club.
Pretoria Photographic Society.
S.A.B.S. Camera Club.

The Salon Director is Robbie Robertson, and he has sent
on the following details:

The salon has P.S.S.A. patronage, as well as P.S.A. approval,
there is quite an array of awards including two P.S.S.A.
lion Trophies, five gold plaques, four silver plaques, four
bronze plaques, honourable mention ribbons and acceptance
stickers. There will be two special awards, the Ted Dickinson
plaques for the best print and best slide entered by a member
of a Pretoria Club.

The judging panel comprises well known and respected
photographers such as Ted Dickinson, Monty Freeman and
Frank Sanborn. There are four sections: Monochrome prints,
colour prints, nature slides and pictorial slides.

Closing daterApril 15, 1971.
Enquiries and entry forms can be obtained from:

R. W. Robertson,
P.O. Box 20048,
Alkantrant,
Pretoria.

'It is with great regret that we announce the passing of Jim
Barratt in Welkom. Jim was one of the real stalwarts of the
P.S.S.A. and his going constitutes a great loss to the asso-
'ciation, and in particular the Free State. Fortunately, he was
able to see the success 'of the Welkom salon 1970, before
he died. This year it was the biggest and most successful
to date.

Trevor Nel writes that Jim's ambition and fond hope was
to see the Welkom salon attract more than a 1000 slides
entries and more than 500 print entries. Results show how
near his hope was of realisation.

Analysed results of the final entries received by Welkom
are shown in next column.
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Prints Authors Entries Acceptances Awards
1969 48 228 80 6
1970 61 320 89 13
Slides
1969 113 436 144 15
1970 164 864 191 22
Cine
1969 11 15 8
1970 11 13 6

Of the salon Trevor Nel writes as follows:
This was the best salon on record. The standard was

described by the judges as being of international standard.
Attendance figures were excellent. Guests of honour were
Mr. and Mrs. de Wet, the Mayor and Mayoress of Welkom.
Thanks were expressed to Jim Barratt who had been working
for many years to bring the salon to its present high standard.

P.S.S.A. CLUB BULLETIN COMPETITION 1970
The following is a write-up of the recent Club Magazine

competition: .
"The magazine competition this year was a success with

21 clubs competing. The quality of the magazines varied
tremendously, and it was not easy to select the winner.

"In the litho section the eventual winner was 'Flash', the
magazine of the Pretoria Photographic Society, closely fol-
lowed by 'Viewfinder' of Camera Club of Johannesburg, and
third was 'The Syllabus' of the Cape Town Photographic
Society. .'

"The winner in the roneo section was 'A.C.C. Screen' maga-
zine of Amateur Cine Club of Johannesburg, followed by
'Reflex' of Johannesburg Photographic Society, and third was
'Amateurs and Apertures' of the Eagle Camera Club. This
magazine has an outstanding hand-drawn cover.

"'Flash' has an excellent cover, the presentation of the
editorial was welJ done, and the sketches were unique. The
judges liked the idea of photographs of the various office
bearers in the club.

"Other magazines with notable covers were 'Viewfinder',
'Iris', 'Klik' and 'Light Reading'.

"It is obvious that many club members are getting more
than their subs worth, because the quality of most magazines
is of high standard, and their editors are to be congratu-
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fated. Representatives of the -winning clubs were presented
with attractive plaques at congress in Cape Town."-Robbie
Robertson.

From one of the Cape cine club members we print an
amusing account of the Argus Colour Slide Competition
showing in Cape Town as viewed through the eyes of a
cine worker.

DOING YOUR THING CAN PAY OFF
We arrive at the Claremont Civic Centre at 7 p.m. and

the place is chockerblock full, for a show starting at 8 p.m.!
Like, there are chairs down the aisles and in every spare
square. Keen, man, keen, the masses are there en bloc-the
old, the young, the clergy and the laity, the long (haired)
and the short. What's the happening-attracting so many,
so early?

They have come along prepared to wait a full hour-and
then see 600 transparencies without batting an eyelid ... so
we notice numerous cine traitors amongst the crowd like us,
man, like us. This is going to be something ... and some-
.thing it certainly proved to be!

The P.S.S.A. had combined with the Argus Company and
planned a slide competition that attracted 8 000 entries.
Monday, Tuesday - and Wednesday November 9th to 11th
were the evenings when Cape Town had its opportunity to
see the chosen slides ... and also to see the presentation of
the handsome cash prizes to Cape winners.

Individual slides in various sections were shown-as were
the winners in the various Provinces-and the big money-
spinner, which portrayed an owl hovering above its prey-
about a foot away from the mouse. The name of the
overall prize winner was not announced as the show still
has to visit Durban, but somebody is going to pocket well
over R500.

Journalistic word wizards had certainly been at work with
the judges to compose and put into themes the balance of
the slides-and these were beautifully presented.

Much of the grandeur of the Psalms suited the landscapes
and made these themes very impressive. Amusing and beau-
tiful scenes of night life, the people of our {and and South
African countryside were all well depicted and set to appro-
priate wording in both our languages.
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The speech slid easily from English to Afrikaans and back
again-much in the fashion of cinema newsreels. Among the
many enjoyable themes was one on "The Sportsman of the
.Year". The animals of game parks portrayed the sportsmen
with big Colonel Buffalo acting as chairman and master of
ceremonies. Wittily put across, this theme suggested, the
All Blacks (Zebras) playing the Springboks (obvious), with
the monkeys as spectators (how human!) and the big baboon
from the O.F.S. yelling typical encouragement to his team
"Vrystaat .... "

"A most enjoyable evening" was the comment from cine
folk watching 600 slides! and I can tell you a number of them
decided to unpack -their -'still cameras and see what they
can do! Cine clubs! ..... Bewarel=-Mrs. Rene Ellenberger.

DURBAN CAMERA CLUB writes as 'follows:
Will you please publish the dates of Congress ..1971 in

"P.S.S.A. News and Views", so that readers may arrange
thei r leave for next year. _ . :..

Congress will start on Wednesday, October 6th and finish'
on Saturday, October 9th, 1971.

Congress convener is Eric Norman, a past president of the
Durban Camera Club.

We are planning a varied and interesting programme and
will advise details when they have been finalised.

LIFE PHOTOGRAPHS
For ARTISTS and ART LOVERS

MONOCHROME and COLOUR SLIDES
ALSO WORLD - WIDE TRAVEL SLIDES
Send for lists. Selection £1 to £5 (p.o.)

State interests.

A. P. STAR PRESS (VENICE)
61 LORD ST., LIVERPOOL 2, ENGLAND
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